Bookform Lesson Plan – 8-10 weeks
Week 1 – Introduction video: https://youtu.be/m71-jaSnPnI
Sign up process: Using Chrome or Firefox browser, click on the School’s unique
branded link and follow the prompts to enter: Name, email address (twice), create your
own password, Sign up.
Every time thereafter go to the www.bookform.com.au website to ‘Sign in’.
Book Dashboard: This is the dashboard where you will add all content & photos to
build your printable digital book.
Left side navigation buttons:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Book Cover – follow the prompts to name your book, author & upload a photo.
You can come back to this or change at any time.
Introduction – click on introduction to open the page to write, paste or speak
your introduction.
Person 1 – click on ‘Person 1’ tab to drop down the 4 chapters. Click the right
side pencil icon to rename this section heading.
The 4 Chapters are: General, Early Years, Adolescence, & Adulthood. You can
add more chapters with ‘+Add a chapter’ button.
Click on the ‘General’ tab look at the question prompts. Questions do not appear
in your book, only the content in the answer box appears in your book.
Scroll down to see the ‘Photo template’ options: 1 Portrait, 2 landscape, 4 portrait
& 4 landscape. Make sure to upload the correct photo shape for the template page
you choose. A portrait shaped photo will cut off the edges of a landscape photo &
not look good in your book.
Click on the ‘Early Years’ tab, this will drop down many ‘Topic’ options. The first
Topic is ‘Birth’, you can rename every topic. The topic heading & content will
appear in your book once you have added content to the answer box.
Click on ‘Adolescence’ tab, click on various Topic tabs to view the associated
questions.
Click on ‘Adulthood’ tab, click on various Topic tabs to view the associated
questions.

Top Navigation Buttons:
•
•

•

Contributors – Click on Add/View contributors.
Click on ‘Invite Contributors’. Follow the prompts to invite people to contribute
content directly into your book. This will send each person an email with a
unique link for them to contribute 2500 words and 12 photos. Include a general
message to everyone or a personalized message to each individual and be specific
about what you would like them to contribute, eg; “tell me about your childhood”
or “send me your favourite recipe and why it is special to you, please include
photos”. Click ‘send invite’.
Once you have invited contributors, a list will appear, you can see the status of
their submission and send the invite again if they do not respond. Make sure you
have entered their email correctly.

•
•
•
•
•

You can open their submission and edit content or delete. You cannot edit or
delete their contribution until they have clicked ‘Submit’ at their end.
Once you have many contributions you can rearrange the order they appear in
your book: click on top ‘Contributors’ tab and ‘Arrange contributors’.
My Book tab – Access writing hints and try memory exercises when interviewing
older people.
We will look at more options in this tab in future lessons. Watch the explanation
videos.
My Account tab – Log out at the end of each session. If you do not ‘Log out’ of a
session, the next time you want to access your book you will see ‘Dashboard’
instead of ‘Sign in’, click dashboard & go straight into your book’s dashboard to
keep building your book.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Complete the start of project survey. Link to be attached.
2. Name your book and add a photo to the front cover.
3. Go to ‘Add Contributors’ and invite at least 5 (at teacher’s discretion) people to
contribute content to your book. Be specific in your message to them about what
you want them to contribute. A recipe, or ancestry information, or childhood
stories?
4. Student’s go to ‘My Book’ tab, ‘View digital book’ & share their book by email (top
left of page) enter teacher’s email & send. The teacher will be able to see this
student’s updated digital book at anytime and monitor the student’s progress.
Students can toggle between their book’s dashboard page and the digital book
page (at the top, above the url bar). All imputing of content and editing needs to
be done in the dashboard and the digital book is updated instantly.
NOTE:
If students want to copy & paste content into their book, it is always a good habit to
‘clean the text’ before pasting it into the book’s dashboard. Individuals can Google how
to do this for their device.
Teachers can monitor each student’s progress through the link the student emails to
them. Teachers can see the student’s updated digital book online at anytime, but cannot
edit. Books can only be edited in the book’s dashboard.

Week 2 – Voice-to-text function: https://youtu.be/K-p8mXdctiw
Interviewing skills: Discuss interview techniques with your students.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Discuss student’s interviewing experience.
Discuss closed & open questions.
Discuss where the microphone is on their device & how to position themselves &
the interviewee.
The book has 2 hours of recording, so be careful with that time. If interviewees
start rambling or repeating themselves, politely interject to get back on point or
stop the recording. The recording time countdown is at the top left of the book’s
dashboard.
It is OK if the interviewee goes off topic or starts talking about something else
entirely, you can cut & paste the text into the right place later.
Students can use smartphones to access their book’s dashboard & record stories.
Import the transcriptions later when at a computer.
Optional – discuss memory exercise examples in the dashboard.

Voice-to-text function practice: In class or at home – teacher’s discretion.
•

•
•

•

Students take turns to go to the ‘Introduction’ tab in their dashboard, click on
‘Record’, choose a language or accent, press record and speak a 1 minute
introduction to their book. Maybe their name, what the book is about and why.
Click ‘Stop record’, click ‘end recording session & return to book’.
Next student takes their turn.
After every student has had their turn, ask students to ‘Import transcription’.
Take turns to discuss how accurate their transcription is and check if recording
conditions are optimised: mouth close to microphone, speaking clearly, no
ambient noise, right language or accent selected, try using a different device,
maybe a smartphone.
Click on ‘My Book’ tab, audio files, click on 3 button icon (next to the speaker
icon), download and save the recording into a new folder on their computer.
Make sure to save each audio file with a name that will identify it accurately,
there should be a lot of recordings by the end of this project.

Discuss if the students have had any contributions to their books: Maybe send the
invitation again or invite some new people.
EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Start interviewing people to collect content into their book.
2. Teachers can assign a certain number of questions or topic they should achieve.
3. If the transcription is not accurate, experiment with different devices, positions
of the microphone, using a headset microphone or a quieter setting. If it does not
get any better they will need to do the transcribing themselves by listening to the
recording & typing directly into their book’s dashboard.

Week 3 – Share experiences so far
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
Discuss a favourite, surprising, interesting story. Students can summarise the
story, read the story or play the audio file.
Discuss the difference between spoken stories & written stories and how to keep
a person’s voice in their story.
Discuss contributions from others.
Start individually or collaboratively editing the collected content.

Discuss any technical difficulties and how they were overcome.
Discuss any new skills or techniques students discovered.
EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions and/or topics to address.
2. Give students individual feedback on editing or parts of their book that need to
be added to/worked on.
3. Assign a writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique to practice.

Week 4 – Share experiences and stories
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•

How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
Discuss collected stories. Students can summarise the story, read the story or
play the audio file.
Discuss required edits. Maybe students take turns sharing their screen on a
smartboard and students collaboratively suggest edits for each other’s content.
Discuss student’s feedback on the assigned skill, memory exercise or interview
technique they practiced.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions and/or topics to address.
2. Give students individual feedback on editing or parts of their book that need to
be added to/worked on.
3. Assign a new writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique to practice.

Week 5 – Share experiences and stories
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
Discuss collected stories. Students can summarise the story, read the story or
play the audio file.
Discuss some of the differences/similarities in the student’s life compared to
their grandparent/parent/elder’s life at the same age?
Discuss resilience and examples of when one of their interviewees had an
obstacle/disappointment in their life.
Discuss student’s feedback on the assigned skill, memory exercise or interview
technique they practiced.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions and/or topics to address.
2. Give students individual feedback on editing or parts of their book that need to
be added to/worked on.
3. Assign a new writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique to practice.

Week 6 – Share experiences and stories
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
Discuss collected stories. Students can summarise the story, read the story or
play the audio file.
Discuss different eras and places to grow up in and the effects.
Discuss confidence, are students getting more confident in talking with
elders/other people?
Discuss student’s feedback on the assigned skill, memory exercise or interview
technique they practiced.
Collaborative editing.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions and/or topics to address.
2. Give students individual feedback on editing or parts of their book that need to
be added to/worked on.
3. Assign a new writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique to practice.

Week 7 – Share experiences and stories
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
How many people did you invite & how many contributed to your book?
How many photo pages in the book?
Discuss collected stories. Students can summarise the story, read the story or
play the audio file.
Discuss student’s writing improvements and areas to keep working on.
Collaborative editing.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions and/or topics to address.
2. Give students individual feedback on editing or parts of their book that need to
be added to/worked on.
3. Ask someone in your family (maybe a person included in the book) to read your
book and give their feedback.
4. Do families want a printed copy of the book?

Week 8 – Share experiences and stories
Students share experiences and stories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflect on how many interviews the students have done.
Reflect on how many people were invited to contribute & how many did.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left on
dashboard.
Discuss collected stories. Students can summarise the story, read the story or
play the audio file.
Discuss feedback from the person who read their book. Any edits required or
surprise feedback?
Do families want a printed copy of the book?
Do students want to keep adding to this book project over the next year?
Do students want to include this book in their portfolio for higher education/job
application?

Week 9-10 – Book Presentation Ceremony at the school.
EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Complete end of project survey. Link to be attached

